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ABSTRACT

This report outlines the plans of three students and their subsequent journey on a charity sea kayaking
expedition from England to Finland in the summer of 2012.

The aims of this project were to make the transition from white water kayakers to competent sea kayakers in
order to carry out the expedition safely, to raise money for three chosen charities and to kayak from
England to Finland within the time limit of three months.
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THE TEAM
Alice Lawson- Ex president and social secretary of Warwick Canoe Club.

She graduated June 2012

with a 2:1 in Sociology. Alice has been kayaking for 4 years. Prior to this project her kayaking experience
was mostly complied of white water kayaking in the UK, with one week experience of sea kayaking in
Sweden in 2010.

Erin Dunn- Is in her fourth and final year of Engineering at Warwick.

She is a long standing member

and ex secretary of Warwick Canoe Club. She has held exec positions for Warwick University Climbing
Club as social secretary, merchandise & web and is currently the president of the club.

Mark Waddoups-

Graduated from Warwick University in June 2012 with a first class degree in

Mathematics.

Figure 1: From left to right - Alice, Erin and Mark
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE

Aims of report and intended audience
To fulfill the Lord Rootes Trustee terms and conditions, in order to secure the second part of our funding
To help inform and inspire others to go on similar expeditions

Aims of the project
To have a learning experience whilst becoming competent sea kayakers
To promote sea kayaking to a wider audience
To kayak 1,500 miles from England to Finland
To raise money for three charities; Cystic Fibrosis Trust, Alzheimer‟s Research UK and Macmillan Cancer
Support.

Figure 2: Map showing area covered on trip
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PHASE I- The Idea, Sponsorship, Planning and Training

Kayaking to Finland- where the idea came from
The idea of the trip came from Alice, having been president of Warwick Canoe for her final year she wanted
to do something kayaking related for her summer after graduation. Alice and Erin were present at a
presentation by Tom Skelhon and Chris Davis who had received funding from the Lord Rootes Committee
to go on a mountaineering expedition in Peru. This sounded like an amazing opportunity. Alice had
previously been on a short sea kayaking expedition in Sweden and her boyfriend was the one who suggested
kayaking to Finland from England; as you could follow the coast the entire way (except for a few large
crossings!). After the idea was planted Alice managed to get two members on board; one who dropped out
and was replaced with Erin, which in retrospect was very lucky, as Erin proved to be a vital team member.

Gaining Sponsorship
In order for the expedition to take place the team had to apply for vast amount of gear sponsorship, as the
cost for all the gear needed would be massive. We drafted and redrafted sponsorship letters and emails to
companies asking for loans and/or donations of equipment. However, early sponsorship proved hard to
come by for a relatively inexperienced group wanting to embark on a huge undertaking. However, one
company did eventually respond positively, with Dagger offering us a „pro rate‟ of up to 50% of gear and
then P&H agreeing to loan the group sea kayaks.
It was shortly after this the team were invited to an interview with the Lord Rootes committee of trustees
and were lucky enough to secure funding to cover some of the costs of preliminary training and of the main
expedition. We then managed to get 50% off of the going rate on training, as another P&H sponsored sea
kayaking coach Roger Chandler took an interest in our trip. After this as a group we managed to
successfully gain sponsorship for paddles from Mitchell Blades, Dry bags to store our equipment from
Overboard, a Trangia from AMG Group, cameras from Bullet HD, T-shirts and Hoodies to promote our
sponsors from The Original Hoodie Company, VHF radios from Standard Horizon and a discount on
essential gear from a kayaking store Surflines.
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Website: www.paddlingchallenge.co.uk
Relatively early on in our planning stage for the trip Mark started working on a website for our expedition.
This was to serve three main purposes.

Firstly, to keep people updated on how we were getting on;

through a blog we wanted to give an account of what was involved in the training, preparation and actual
expedition. Secondly, it served to promote our sponsors, we wanted to give them some publicity and
promote their company or the gear they were loaning us, so we had a page dedicated to our sponsors.
Thirdly, we used it for our fundraising; there is a direct link to our Justgiving site on our website.

Planning, independent learning and training
In the early stages of our trip we began to plan for the expedition we were about to embark on. One of the
first bits of planning we did was asking for advice. As a group we emailed an ex Warwick Canoe member,
James Bonell, who had circumnavigated the UK in a sea kayak in 2010. He gave us some useful advice on
group dynamics and what to concentrate on when planning a trip. As a group we continued asking for
advice, posting on Sea kayaking forums online such as the UK Rivers Forum (kayakers from all over the
world talk on there) and also on forums throughout the countries we would be visiting.
We also began reading up on sea kayaking- thoroughly researching the gear that we would need and how the
sport of sea kayaking differed from white water kayaking. There are big differences in paddling technique
and in the appropriate gear. For example, in sea kayaking the kayak needs to be edged in opposite direction
to white water kayaking for turning and in sea kayaking the paddles are longer.
We also started training; paddling long distances on our local river Leam to increase our fitness and
endurance, and going on all the club trips we could, to improve our general kayaking skills, such as bracing;
a support stroke to stop you tipping over in a kayak.
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PHASE II- coaching and practice expedition
Sea kayak coaching
As a group we were lucky enough to find a brilliant coach to train us in preparation for our expedition.
Roger Chandler, a level 5 sea kayak coach, also sponsored by P&H, agreed to give us a 50% discount on
coaching and to train us up for expedition.
This paved the way for several 5am starts in order to get to Anglesey for 9am to train with Roger. Roger
helped us with planning our expedition; teaching us about tidal times and map reading. He also helped us
with our sea kayaking skills, teaching us the best technique for surfing waves and making us practice self
rescues and rescues on each other.
Roger also helped us as a group as we prepared to depart on the channel crossing and actually came across
the channel with us.

Figure 3: Clockwise from top left - Erin and Mark map reading in Anglesey, Mark and Erin with our coach Roger Chandler, Mark in
his P&H Cetus
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Paddling technique/ Marathon Paddling
Although our coach Roger Chandler was helping us hone our sea kayaking skills, he did note that our
technique needed work and told us to seek out advice on forward paddling for marathon paddling. This
took us to training on the Leam and being coached by marathon paddler, Roy Farrington, chairman of the
Royal Leamington Spa Canoe Club. Roy Farrington was great as he put time and effort into coaching us on
good forward paddling technique and also gave us some advice via text whilst we were on the trip.

Practice expeditions
As a group we went on a few practice expeditions to test out our gear in Anglesey in the run up to our main
expedition. We learnt a few things on these practice trips. Firstly, the tent we originally brought for our
expedition was not geodesic; it needed to be pegged into the ground to function as a tent. We quickly
realised this was not ideal for an expedition which involved a large amount of wild camping; as we struggled
to peg down on a rocky beach in Anglesey immediately. This led us to the conclusion that we needed a tent
that would support itself; as ground would not always be easy to drive pegs into when wild camping.

Secondly we learnt a lot about what sorts of food are appropriate to take on expeditions on our practice
trips. On one of the practice expeditions we tried to take meats and a large amount of canned and fresh
foods. We quickly found that meat took too long to cook and consumed too much fuel in the process.
Therefore, we knew we wouldn‟t be able to try this kind of food on the real expedition. Moreover, the
canned goods we took were too heavy and we realised that we should be trying to get lighter foods that
came in cartons or packets. Subsequently the practice expeditions we went on proved vital as part of
preparation for our trip, as they meant we could eliminate factors that didn‟t work and knew what to expect.
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Figure 4: Clockwise from top left - Erin and alive packing their boats in Anglesey, Erin in a hail storm in Anglesey, Erin on a clear
day in Anglesey
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PHASE III – THE MAIN EXPEDITION
ENGLAND

Figure 5: England to Belgium (5th – 20th July)

Channel Crossing (5th July)
We started our trip with the channel crossing, which is known as a big challenge in itself. It was a
challenging way to start the trip, as it is a large open crossing and known for heavy boat traffic.
For our safety we used the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund money to provide us with a safety boat. Our coach
Roger also came along with us for the crossing. He helped us set our pace by alternating who was in front
every hour. This also involved setting the direction by using a compass as there was nothing else to see but
a large stretch of open sea. Unfortunately staring at a compass continuously and the effect of waves made
Alice feel very sea sick - up to the point when she was actually sick. Despite this she kept going, through a
lot of determination.
Towards the end of the day Mark‟s elbow started hurting, which slowed him down a bit. At this point
however we could clearly see the coast, and he managed to keep going too. We finished the crossing in
about 7 hours, which is where Roger left us to return to the UK with the safety boat. Weather wise we had
had a perfect day, and we‟d been very lucky with the small amount of boat traffic we saw that day. It was a
bit worrying however to have sea sickness and elbow problems on the very first day! We‟d finished the
channel crossing though despite these problems, which we all felt pretty happy with.
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However kayaking across the channel didn‟t mean we‟d finished for the day. We then had to look for a
camp spot. We pulled up on a beach, and walked up to find the tide line to figure out where we‟d need to
leave our boats. This was probably about half a kilometer up the beach! So after a long day of kayaking we
had to empty our kayaks and carry all our supplies up the beach, followed by our kayaks. This took a long
time as we had a lot of equipment and supplies, and the kayaks themselves are heavy. We finished the day
with a lukewarm meal in the rain, swiftly followed by jumping in the tent.

6: From left to right: The team about to cross the English channel with Roger, the three of us after the channel crossing, Mark
heading towards a ferry as we head to cross Calais

FRANCE
Calais (6th – 7th July)
This day we had planned to reach, and paddle past Calais, which would be our first major port crossing on
this trip. Our only previous port crossing experience was at Holyhead in Anglesey. Our plan was to go to
the end of the breakwaters and cross there as this is the smallest gap to cross. However once we got to
Calais, we were stopped by the French police who said we weren‟t allowed to cross. We tried to reason with
them, but when we couldn‟t we decided to land on the beach nearby and see if there was someone on land
to talk to. We looked around the place where we could discuss this, and we considered what we would do if
they wouldn‟t let us cross. Carrying the boats around wasn‟t really an option, or at least a very unattractive
option considering the distance and the weight of our gear. We found somewhere to stay and decided we‟d
go talk to the police again in the morning.
In the morning we found the police station, and had a chat to one of the police. Initially it sounded like
they were going to stop us no matter what we did, but then we found a loophole. If we stayed 300m away
from the coast they wouldn‟t stop us.
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Calais is an extremely busy port, and crossing 300m away from the coast meant the distance we were
crossing which could potentially have a ferry going through was much larger. This worried us somewhat,
but we were determined to cross, and cross safely so we took our time to do so. Alice and Mark spent some
time before we left timing the ferries coming in and out to give us an idea what window we had to cross.
Once we were out in the sea again, we had a radios on and they announced ships leaving the port, so we just
needed to look out for ones coming in. After some hesitation we found an opportune moment to cross.
During the crossing however we were stopped again by the French police. We were all nervous to stop as
we hadn‟t fully crossed the lane yet. However when we explained what we were doing they let us cross.
They came back to us again once we had fully crossed the lane to check we really did know what we were
doing. Obviously concerned we were somehow unaware of the shipping lane. However we managed to
cross fine, and were all very happy to see the back of Calais!
Continuing through France (8th – 11th July)
The next day we planned to get past Dunkirk, but ended up stopping before at a small town called
Gravelines. It was our first day ever sea kayaking in winds force 4/5, and the conditions made us all feel
uncomfortable when crossing Gravelines breakwaters. I had also been suffering from a medical condition
during the trip, which at the start hadn‟t been much of a problem. However at this point it had worsened
somewhat and I felt I needed to seek medical attention sometime soon. This was also the first larger group
argument we had. Two of the group felt the conditions were unsafe to continue, as we weren‟t fully
comfortable paddling in the conditions and Dunkirk was just around the corner. The other felt the
conditions were ok, and wanted to continue making progress.
We decided to stop anyway, but the mood of the team wasn‟t great. However we all knew it was going to
be a long trip, and it was important we all got along well, so we moved past this argument. We found a
campsite nearby to stay, and ended up spending a few days there. The wind worsened, but at least this
meant I was able to go seek medical attention. After these days off I was feeling better, and the wind also
got better.
We then crossed Dunkirk, without any problems kayaking wise. However in Gravelines Mark had lost one
of his hatches on his kayak. The hatches form a waterproof seal to protect all our gear inside. This meant
one of the sections in his kayak wasn‟t water tight, despite his efforts to cover it with duct tape.
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Unfortunately he had a dry bag full of his important items in that hatch, and the hatch having no cover on it
filled with water. This meant a lot of his stuff got wet, in particularly his phone was no longer working.
At the end of the day however we managed to cross the borderline into Belgium!

BELGIUM
11th – 20th July
We made slow progress through Belgium, as we had to take several rest days due to high winds. This was
very frustrating, as it should have only taken us about 3 days to get through Belgium instead of the 8 days it
took us. Alice was having some wrist problems, so she took these days off as opportunity to rest her wrist
as much as possible. It was quite worrying for her at the time, as repetitive strain injuries can take a long
time to recover from, especially when continuing the sport that caused it.
We also took our rest days as opportunity to update our blog, which was great. This meant two of the
people who had helped coach us saw about Alice‟s wrist and send her some helpful advice on how best to
deal with it. Alice felt the benefits of the advice immediately, although it still took a long time for her wrist
to recover.
At one point in Belgium we were forced to take 4 rest days, right before Zeebrugge. Zeebrugge is a very
busy and very intimidating looking port. We also took the rest days as an opportunity to plan our next few
days in greater detail, and find out as much as we could about the port. Looking online at the ships at go in
and out of the port, it looked like we couldn‟t hope for much better than a 15 minute gap. We also had to
plan the tides very carefully for this crossing. Too soon and the tide could be against us, slowing our speed
down too much to cross in front of the ships quick enough. Too late and the tide could be too strongly
with us, which could drag us in front of the ships too early. We were all very nervous about this crossing.
When it came to the day we crossed, we got up very early to ensure we got on the water at the correct time
for the tides. We approached the breakwaters, and when we got close enough we used our VHF radios to
contact the port. We were also worried that they may not allow us to cross, and it could end up being a
similar situation to Calais. Surprisingly though, they seemed to have no problems with kayaks crossing and
told us there would be no ships leaving the port for the next hour. With no ships on the horizon, we
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couldn‟t believe our luck. We radioed in again to double check, and when all was confirmed we made our
crossing. It turned out to be very uneventful, which we were very thankful for.
We finished the day in the Netherlands, with another difficult day ahead to prepare for.

THE NETHERLANDS
The Westerschelde (21st July)
On our first day in the Netherlands we needed to cross the Westerschelde. There was some disagreement in
the team on which would be the best way to cross. There was
the option of going straight across at its widest point or going
in a bit and crossing at a narrower point. The main issue was
there was a lot of shipping traffic, and we didn‟t have much
experience with open crossings and ships at the time! In the
end our charts had a recommended route, so we agreed to take
that.
This was another place that tidal planning was vital, as the
current in the Westerschelde can get very strong. Once we got
on the water there was more argument about the best route to
take, which took some time to resolve, but finally we continued
on the original agreed route. It took us longer than expected to
Figure 7: The Netherlands 21st – 27th July

get to the point where we could cross to the other side, and the
current was very strong against us - so much so that we ended

up drifting backwards even though we were continuously paddling forwards. With the amount of ships
around, this was quite worrying! It didn‟t take too long for the current to weaken enough that we could
fight it luckily, but it still took us a long time to find an opportune moment to cross the shipping lanes.
At the end of the day we decided it was important to stick to our plans, as arguing on the water had caused
us unnecessary delay. With the experience we gained later on the trip, we‟d have approached it very
differently.
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Continuing through the Netherlands (22rd - 23rd July)
On the 22nd we had our longest day on the water yet, paddling over 30 miles. The next morning, everyone
was quite tired and Mark lost his temper. The group was tense, but after some time Mark apologised and
we set off for the day. This wasn‟t the first group disagreement we had had, and there as some feeling of
unease within the group. We needed to paddle as close as we could to the Hook of Holland, another major
shipping area. A lot of planning needed to be done for this crossing.
The Hook of Holland (24th July)
We‟d done a lot of planning for the Hook of Holland, as there was an official procedure required to cross.
It was covered in our pilot; it involved checking in on our VHF with our name, position and course when
entering the area. We felt prepared for all this though, and felt ready for one of most busy crossings – huge
amounts of ships go on this route to Europoort and Rotterdamn.
We had to look out carefully for buoys, as certain ones marked restricted areas, and later ones marked the
route we should take. It was a good 14km till we reached the first one marking our route. This is where we
radioed in, they seemed to have no problem and we were fine to continue.
As we got closer to the edge of the marked shipping lane we had to avoid a fishing vessel. The conditions
were quite misty, but once we got closer the lane looked clear both ways so we sprinted. As we sprinted
across we ships appeared on the horizon in both directions – far enough away to not be a problem but it
was still a bit nerve-wracking.
We finally had crossed, and thought we had cleared the area and so took a moment to pause. At this
moment a medium-sized vessel exited the port and appeared to be heading towards us. We quickly all
started paddling, trying to sprint out of its way. Initially it felt like we just couldn‟t paddle quick enough to
get out of its path, before the realisation came that it was following us. It turned out to be the Rotterdam
Port Authority, which was printed clearly on the side of the vessel. We stopped and it slowed down by us.
They explained the danger we had put ourselves in, before we had chance to explain we had radioed in.
When they saw our VHF radios, and did a radio check with us they were much happier. They said they
hadn‟t received our VHF call, but I think not expecting to hear sea kayak on the radio they had probably
just assumed we were a sailing yacht. After warning us the tide would be changing direction soon they
allowed us to leave when we said we‟d be heading inland as soon as possible.
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We ended up on a very exposed beach, with no campsite. As you‟re not meant to wild camp in the
Netherlands, and we were going to have to get up at 4am the next day anyway we just slept outside in
sleeping bags on roll mats. Not the most comfortable night‟s sleep.
Continuing for the Netherlands (25th – 27th July)
We‟d had 5 hard days paddling at this point, and were all feeling exhausted. At the time I was having a lot
of shoulder pain when paddling. We were all also suffering from various back pains, probably partially from
the kayaking but mainly from all the heavy lifting of our kayaks and gear. We‟d planned to have a rest day
roughly once every 7 days paddling. However by our 7th day the forecast was predicting bad winds ahead,
so we decided to continue paddling while the weather stayed good.
We were feeling particularly exhausted this day, and had found ourselves on quite a busy beach. We
couldn‟t find a campsite anywhere, and weren‟t sure where we were going to sleep. A woman called Ellen
saw us on the beach and said we could fill up our water containers at her beach hut if we liked. When we
went over to hers she then offered us the beds in her beach hut, or camping space just behind it. This was
great; we decided to opt for the camping as we didn‟t want to disturb her when we got up early the next day.
She also got up early the next day to make us coffee, we really appreciated this and it gave us a better start
for our 8th day paddling!
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Figure 8: Clockwise from top left: Mark and Erin setting up camp on a beach, an early start to catch the tide, kayaking past some
beach huts in the Netherlands

The Frisian Islands (28th July – 4th August)
The day after we left Ellen we arrived on our
first Frisian Island; Texel. This is when our
tidal planning got a bit more difficult, as we
didn‟t have very accurate information for the
islands. We had enough time to explore the
town on the island and book in at a campsite,
which was more like wild camping than an
actual campsite.
Figure 9: The Netherlands (28th July - 4th August)
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Another thing that hasn‟t been mentioned is our maps were very bad quality, but this hadn‟t been a problem
before now. The trip so far had been navigationally easy as we were just following the coast; it had now
become slightly more difficult with the Islands. Alice also had a sea GPS, which we became more reliant
upon later in the trip.
When paddling to Vlieland the next day, we saw what we thought was a sandbank, and went to paddle
around it. There was a bit of confusion with communication as Alice had seen the sandbank was part of the
island on her GPS, but Mark and I hadn‟t realised this and so had set of in the wrong direction. In the end
we ended up going around the island the wrong way, which luckily wasn‟t a problem as the tide was going
strongly with us. The water got very shallow at one point, but luckily we didn‟t get stranded on any mud
flats.
Somehow through most of the Frisian Islands we were very lucky with the tides. We didn‟t have accurate
tidal information, but always seemed to have tide going with us.
On Vlieland we finally had a well earned rest day. Although it didn‟t feel like much of a rest, with
everything we needed to sort out. Rest days on the trip involved washing all our clothes, restocking food
supplies, carrying a lot of a gear around and then extra planning. Really we didn‟t get a moment‟s actual
rest.
We continued through the Frisian Islands, stopping on Ameland and then Schiermonnikoog where we
stayed a few days due to more bad winds. This was also were Mark first mentioned to us he was
considering leaving the trip early. He was having a hard time and wasn‟t really enjoying the trip. Alice and I
were both very supportive of whatever decision we made, but told him to take his time on deciding.
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GERMANY
Continuing through the Frisian Islands (5th August)

Figure 10: Germany (5th – 16th August)

As we paddled past our first German island, the first thing we noticed was the beaches were covered in
small coloured boxes. Throughout the Netherlands there had been lots of beach huts, but none of these
mysterious boxes. It wasn‟t till we reached Norderney we found out what they were – “Strandkorb” or
Beach basket. Basically they were just a chair with shelter and storage you can rent out on the beach. We
saw many of them throughout the rest of Germany, even in a Starbucks.
Norderney (6th – 11th August)
Norderney was the only place on the trip we had planned to meet anyone, as I had some family friends
living there. This meant for the first time since Calais we had somewhere inside to stay! Phil and Dietke
said we could stay as long as we liked, but we‟d already lost enough time in France and Belgium so only
planned to stay one day originally (and only because the wind was meant to be bad). So after 2 nights of
good rest in a bed, we set out to leave again.
We expected there to be a reasonable amount of swell as the wind was meant to be at the top end we would
paddle in. However we had more problems than we expected when trying to break through the surf. The
surf was huge, and caused Alice to capsize. As I was near her I went back to shore with her to make sure
she was fine. Everyone was fine but it was clearly too bad conditions to continue, but with me and Alice on
the beach and Mark further out to sea It was difficult to communicate this.
We could clearly see even further out were you might expect it to be a bit calmer the waves were still big –
as we could see Mark‟s kayak going up and down. We had previously agreed on a radio channel to use for
situations like these, so I tried to hail Mark. I tried this several times with no response, so I then tried hand
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signals. For some reason Mark seemed reluctant to come back in, but it didn‟t make sense to go out to him
as the conditions were too rough. Finally after some confusing hand signals, Mark came back to shore
which is when he also had problems and capsized too. I went out to help him and everyone was ok.
It turned out Mark had been using the radio too, and for some reason it hadn‟t been coming through. He
agreed with us the conditions were too rough, he just hadn‟t come back in straight away as he had
considered looking for a less rough area to come back to shore in. The fact the radios hadn‟t worked was a
bit concerning, but we did a radio check and fixed the problem.
After a tough morning, we surprised Phil and Dietke turning up at their house again. We checked the
weather for the next day, and it looked like it was improving slightly.
So the next day we set out again, taking a bit longer to examine the conditions before getting on. We
decided it looked a bit better, so we set off once again. This time we all got through the surf successfully.
However the waves were still pretty big, and weren‟t getting any calmer any further along. We had an open
crossing to do later that day and didn‟t want to risk it in these conditions, so we decided to land again. This
time we had made it about a mile or two along the beach, which meant further to carry our gear back to Phil
and Dietke‟s.
We‟d already lost a fair amount of time due to weather on the trip, and it was getting a bit frustrating. We
looked at the weather forecast for the next day and could see it was no better. However this did give us the
chance to have a proper rest and get a lot of planning done. This is also when Mark decided he was going
to leave the trip early, and gave him a chance to start arranging what he would do with his kayak.
Since we had been having so many difficulties leaving the island due to rough water, we changed our plan
for the rest of the islands. Originally we had planned to stick to the sea side of the islands, the water is
rougher there but there are fewer issues with the tides. On the land side of the islands is the Waddenzee
which at low tide becomes a mud flat, and with our limited tidal information could mean we get stranded.

The Waddenzee (12th – 16th August)
We left Spiekeroog and headed towards mainland. This was our first day in the Waddenzee, and our first
attempt to plan the tides correctly so as not to get stranded on a mudflat. So we got up early, at around
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4am and had no problems for about 3 hours or so. Then the water started to get very shallow, which made
it very difficult to paddle as they kept hitting the ground. It got to a point where it was almost impossible to
paddle so we tried getting out of our kayaks and walking, towing our kayaks behind us. It was quite a
surreal experience, walking along in the middle of the sea. Walking was quite difficult as the ground was
squelchy mud. Eventually the water got so low we ended up stuck on a large mudflat.
We thought there would probably be a channel of water somewhere, so walked around to look for one. We
even carried our kayaks closer to what looked like might be one. However the tide was still going down and
that one soon faded too. Stuck in the middle of the sea with not much else to do, we decided to have some
lunch, and waited around.
Eventually the tide did come back, and after walking towing our kayaks a bit more we were able to get back
in and paddle.
We managed to find a beach to camp on, and after a difficult walk carrying the boats through the mud we
sat down for a break. A German lady came over and gave us a plate of bratwurst, for no apparent reason –
she just said “bratwurst?” handed us the plate and left! We were very appreciative though, hot food was
amazing after a long day.
The next day we didn‟t get far before we started noticing shallow water, we quickly made a decision to try
get to one of the marked channels in the hopes to not get stuck again. This was fine and meant we could
paddle into a town instead of getting stuck on a mudflat. We still had to wait out the tide before we could
continue further though. We tried to come up with a better plan to tackle the rest of the Waddenzee and
checked charts to see where the marked channels where. The marked channels in theory are fine to paddle
through even at low tide. We had it all planned out, and managed to paddle a bit further along to the next
town that afternoon.
The next day we really felt like we were getting the hang of the marked channels. We did have a fairly
strange experience at one point where we had to wait by a shipping lane to cross when the water was
starting to get shallow. So we were basically standing with our kayaks in the middle of the sea watching
ships go past.
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We had made such good progress we decided to continue a bit further up the coast than we had planned.
We saw another marked channel that looked promising and started following it. We then learnt that not all
marked channels stay deep at low tide, and found ourselves stuck at the end of a channel. We didn‟t really
want to head back at that point, especially as the tide would be going against us. So we decided to wait it
out, we could see a small ship nearby that also looked like it was stranded which made us feel a bit better
that we weren‟t the only ones!
We had to wait a long time and by the time the channel filled up with water it was starting to get dark. We
decided to land in a harbour as the channel goes into there so we couldn‟t get stuck on a mudflat that way.
We were exhausted and worried about where we were going to stay that night.
We saw a ramp where we‟d be able to get out so headed towards there. A man called Martin Vogt saw us
and asked us if we needed any help. We explained our situation and he said we could camp there (it was a
yacht club) and that he‟d open up the toilets for us and make us coffee! He had been about to go home, but
instead he decided to sleep in his yacht overnight. After we‟d sorted ourselves out he invited us on his yacht
for a beer, and showed us his sea charts to help us plan our next day.
Having had a look at an accurate sea chart, we felt more confident the next day. But that confidence soon
faded when the same thing happened as the last few days. We got stuck on another mudflat. This was
getting really frustrating at this point. We were about a mile from the coast, and could see a big town. Then
strangely we started to see horses and carts coming out on the mudflats from the town. We then realised we
could walk into to the town from where we were. It felt strange leaving our kayaks effectively in the middle
of the sea, but we knew they‟d be fine for at least 6 hours – as that‟s how long it takes the tide to rise again.
We had a good afternoon in the town, and walked back to our kayaks in the evening. By the time the tide
had raised enough for us the paddle it was dark. We also had to walk most of the way, so spent a few hours
walking in the dark towing our kayaks behind us.
We finally arrived at a beach, which we hoped was just out of the mudflat zone. Hopefully this meant we
had finished dealing with the mudflats for good. It was very late, and we had a very early start to look
forward to the next day.
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The next morning was Mark‟s last day. It was pouring down with rain, and it was 4am. It was freezing cold
even in the tent, and Alice and I were very reluctant to leave. We both wanted to wait the rain out a bit,
whereas Mark wasn‟t happy with this and wanted to get going right away. After not too long the rain let up
a bit though, it was still a miserable morning but we got going.
We spent the day paddling alongside a lot of massive ships. The Elbe was very different to where we had
paddled most the trip, and actually had a lot of current going with us. It was a bit more like paddling on a
river, which was great as I was tired and didn‟t have the energy to paddle that fast.

Figure 11: Clockwise from top left: Mark cooking lunch after we got stranded on a mudflat, Mark and Erin waiting for the tide to
come back in, Alice kayaking up a deep marked channel
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The Kiel Canal & Mark leaving (16th August)

Figure 12: Germany (16th – 24th August)

We had arrived at the entrance to the Kiel Canal. There were a few yachts gathered around, and although
we had looked in our guidebook we weren‟t entirely sure what to do. We had a chat to one of the
yachtsmen and they helped us out.
After radioing in, and waiting around for a bit a light signaled us into the lock. We were all feeling pretty
nervous at this point. We‟d heard all sorts of horror stories of water rushing into locks making the water
very unstable and potentially capsizing the kayaks. There was a massive ship on the right, and yachts on the
left with us. Immediately all the yachtsmen were jumping out of their yachts and quickly tying them on with
thick ropes. We were at a loss of what to do. We had towlines which we could potentially use to tie
ourselves to the side; however this is generally a bad idea as there is then the added risk of getting tangled in
the rope if we were to capsize.
In the end we just rafted up holding onto each other‟s kayak with Mark holding onto the side. The gates
started to close behind us, and we felt more and more nervous. I didn‟t even realise the water was already
getting lower till I noticed the water line on the wall. It was such an anticlimax; there was no feeling of
movement of the water whatsoever. The front gates opened and we paddled out all feeling very relieved.
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This was where Mark had planned to leave us. The first yacht harbour was at a place called Brunsbuttle
where Mark had arranged to meet someone to buy his kayak. It had already been a very long day as we‟d
gotten up at 4am that morning and we were all feeling tired. We had originally said that Alice and I would
take the spare paddles so Mark wouldn‟t have to, and if he had problems selling his kayak we would paddle
back to meet him. However we had thought about it some more and it really didn‟t make sense. We really
didn‟t have any time to lose, and paddling back would set us back a day so Alice and I thought it would
make more sense that Mark kept the paddles. This would mean if he had problems we could just wait for
him and he could meet with us.
Mark however didn‟t like this idea, and now wanted us to wait for him to make sure he sold his boat ok.
Alice and I were now getting quite worried about progress now, we had only covered a third of the distance
in half the time of the trip. The Kiel Canal was over 60 miles long, meaning if we didn‟t make some
progress in the afternoon we wouldn‟t be able to finish it in 2 days. We really couldn‟t afford to lose a day
at this point, especially when it seemed highly likely Mark would sell the boat with no problems.
Mark didn‟t seem to understand this, and didn‟t want to take the paddles either. It was a very difficult
situation to deal with. Maybe it was more due to exhaustion than anything, and Mark had been finding the
trip particularly stressful. But he felt we were forcing him to take the paddles, and weren‟t being supportive
enough of him. We in turn felt he wasn‟t being supportive enough of us and the expedition. It was a real
shame we had to end the trip on such a low note, as although we had arguments earlier in the trip I felt it
had been better in the week leading up to this.
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Figure 13: Clockwise from top left: our kayaks at a harbour next to yachts in the Kiel Canal, Erin and I going through a lock at the
end of the Kiel Canal, Erin in her kayak as a ship goes past

Into the Baltic Sea (17th – 19th August)
So unfortunately Alice and I left Mark on a fairly bad note. We had tried to smooth things over with him as
best we could before we left, but it hadn‟t been easy. At this point the parting of the team was a relief for
everyone involved. Mark hadn‟t really been enjoying the trip, so it was best for him to go home and his
negativity had been difficult for me and Alice.
We actually had two really good days on the Kiel Canal, despite the number of German kayakers that had
told us it was boring. It was nice to just be able to paddle and not worry about the water disappearing from
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under us, or the tide changing direction. The only thing to worry about were the massive ships coming
through, although the canal was so wide they weren‟t a problem. We did two long 30 mile days, further
than we‟d paddled in a day for most the trip. It also helped that the weather was perfect, and there were
places along the canal we could stop for lunch.
We finally arrived at the second lock leaving the canal. This one was even more anticlimactic than the first,
and the water level didn‟t change at all. We had finally made it into the Baltic Sea! It felt like a real
milestone in our trip. The Baltic Sea doesn‟t have tides which makes several things easier. It means you can
paddle at any time of day without worrying about the current and it also means the tide doesn‟t go in our
out on beaches so the kayaks don‟t need to be carried as far. This was actually quite important at this point
as we only had two of us to carry each kayak, when we used to carry them with three.
We had arranged to stay at the Kiel canoe club, and meet up with a German kayaker called Bjorn we had
received some advice from online. We were excited to meet a canoe club, as we thought they‟d be
enthusiastic about our trip and it‟d be good to socialise with some people. However upon arriving they
seemed strangely disinterested, and fixated on the fact we‟d just come along the Kiel Canal. Apparently the
Kiel Canal is the most boring thing you can paddle along, they didn‟t seem to register we‟d paddled the
whole coast from France before that!
We took a rest day there anyway, on what turned out to be the hottest day of the year. Bjorn and his wife
invited us around to theirs for a BBQ, which was amazing. They made great food and were really great
company. Bjorn said he might join us for a day of paddling, once we were a day or two along the coast.
Firing Ranges (20th – 23rd August)
Since we hadn‟t been able to buy supplies on our rest day, we had to get them as soon as the shops open.
Unfortunately this meant we couldn‟t leave quite as early as we would have liked. We had a firing range to
get past that day, and then we needed to get close enough to the next one to cross the day after.
After a bit of a slow morning we got going, we had marked on the position of the firing range on the GPS
and we knew what to look out for. When we got to the start we radioed in to check what time they were
firing. Unfortunately they would be firing till 8pm, so we landed on a beach and cooked ourselves some
dinner.
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We got back on the water at 8pm, ready to cross the firing range. As we started to near it we heard some
gunshots so we stopped immediately. Upon checking the time again, it appeared the GPS was an hour out
so we landed again. After waiting an hour we thought we‟d radio in again to double check, there was no
answer but it was definitely 8pm this time.

We figured they must be closed and just not have anyone

checking the radio anymore so we crossed with no problems.
It was getting quite late now though, and we still had a fair bit of distance to cover to be in a good position
for the next day. The problem was the next firing range started firing at 9am, so we wanted to try get across
there before then in the morning. This meant we ended up paddling till it got very dark. When we finally
came to land all we could see was a big wall in our way. Luckily the wall stopped and we found somewhere
on a beach to camp.
We were also hoping to paddle with Bjorn the next morning. We had managed to text him were we where
but then my phone had ran out of batteries. We were torn between waiting around for him, and getting on
the water to give us enough time to cross the firing range. In the end we got on the water, and set off. We
tried to radio in to alert them of our presence, but there was no answer so we continued across the firing
range. Mid-way across we saw a car near the shore flashing its lights. At first we didn‟t pay it much
attention, and then we realised it was for us. There were also a couple of men on the beach waving their
arms at us.
We paddled over to the men, and noticed they were in military uniform. We were a bit worried at this point.
Alice landed first and spoke to them; they wanted us to get off the water. They didn‟t think we had enough
time to cross over the firing range safely before they started firing. We didn‟t necessarily agree, but we
weren‟t going to argue with them. They were actually really friendly, and sorted out an old army truck to
pick up our kayaks, and Alice and I rode in their fire truck. It was only a 4km ride, so we didn‟t feel like
we‟d cheated too much. It was another fairly surreal experience, but at least they all seemed very happy to
help.
The rest of the day was very long and tiring, but at least we had something to talk about from the start of
the day. It was definitely one of the more memorable mornings of the trip.
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We got over to Fehmarn, which would be our last stop in Germany. We got stuck there a couple of days
due to winds, and had to hire bikes to get anywhere. So our “rest” days here were spent cycling into the
town to get internet to do planning, and cycling back supplies to our kayaks.

Figure 14: From left to right: the German military who took us off the water, Alice and Erin in front of the fire truck they rode in, our
kayaks loaded onto an army truck

A Very Long Crossing to Denmark (24th August)
We had lost 2 days progress on Fehman‟s island, and at this point every
day really counted if we were going to get to Finland on time. Because of
this we planned our crossing to Denmark a bit differently. Originally we
had planned to take the shortest crossing of 15 miles and continue along
the coast, followed by another 15 mile crossing the next day. We realised
if we went straight to the second point, it would just be 30 miles which
was feasible to do in a day. It would cut a day off the trip, and so we

Figure 15: Denmark (24th – 28th Aug)

could regain some lost time.

This made the crossing even bigger than the channel crossing at the start of the trip. We also had a ferry
line and shipping lane to cross. At this point we weren‟t too worried about ship traffic, we had had quite a
lot of experience being close to big ships by now. Still we took it cautiously, approaching the buoys marking
the ferry lane before crossing, and with no ferries in sight (or at least not nearby enough to worry about) we
crossed.
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Half way across a ferry had started leaving the port, and there was another ferry on the other side – although
still fairly far away. We were used to crossing past one ships path at a time, but we‟d never had ships
coming from both directions! Making a quick decision, we headed for the closer one first, getting around
the back of it and then sprinted across the rest of the lane. We had plenty of time to get past both ferries in
the end.
It ended up being a very long day, as once we completed the crossing we had to look for somewhere to
camp. Alice saw a campsite on her GPS, but it was still quite far away. As we were heading towards the
campsite we saw a tent and a kayak on a beach, so we decided to head over there instead.

DENMARK
Making friends (24th – 28th August)
We landed on the beach and met a kayaker called Tom. He was from Lubeck in Germany, and was on his
own kayaking expedition to Trelleborg in Sweden. We had some difficulty communicating with him, as we
speak very little German and he spoke a little English. However we could always eventually communicate
what we wanted, it just took a bit more time than usual.
We spent the next 2 days kayaking with Tom, as he was going the same way as us. It was nice spending a bit
more time with someone new after not really meeting anyone since Norderney. We had some fairly
interesting sea conditions, and saw a big line of cliffs. We hadn‟t really seen any cliffs on the whole trip - it
was a little concerning as this was when we were looking for somewhere to land. Tom knew about them
already though, and knew there would be a beach we could land on. It wasn‟t the best place for wild
camping as it was fairly close to private property, but it was the only nearby place.
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Figure 16: Clockwise from left: Erin kayaking past a wind farm in Denmark, Alice and Erin waiting to cross to Sweden in the fog,
Erin kayaking past a cliff in Denmark

We were now at a place ready to cross to Sweden, which would be a 15 mile crossing. Unfortunately the
weather looked too bad for an open crossing the next day, so we were stuck in this less than ideal place. We
were also pretty much in the middle of nowhere; there didn‟t seem to be any towns nearby. We were getting
a bit short on supplies though so we decided we‟d try walking to the nearest populated place on Alice‟s GPS
and hope we could find a shop.
After walking for a while, we realised it was going to be a very long walk and I semi-joked we should
consider hitch hiking. Alice thought it was a good idea, so we thought we‟d have a go. The first car that
went past we weren‟t really prepared so we missed it, but for the second car we were ready. It turned out to
be a car with kayak roof racks and it stopped straight away for us. Coincidentally they had met Tom on the
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beach, so they had a rough idea who we were. Her name was Janne; she offered to take us to her house so
we could use her shower and then take us to the shop. Being a sea kayaker herself she was very practical
and helpful. She said she was expecting two older tougher looking women when Tom had said we had
kayaked from England!
She took us to her house which was amazing. It was a wooden house with circular rooms and balconies.
After she took us to a shop she offered to come and pick us up from the beach again later and take us
round to her house for dinner “If it wasn‟t too much for us”. We very happily accepted.
We had the best food we‟d had all trip, and had a very nice evening. She had also invited her friend who
was also a sea kayaker round called Steen. Funnily Steen actually knew who we were as he had come across
our blog. He asked for our autograph, which we thought was funny; even more so when he produced a
permanent marker pen and asked us to sign his stomach! When driving us back to the beach Janne said if
we liked she‟d come and bring us breakfast in the morning before we set off. She was very insistent on
helping us, so again we happily accepted.
The next day Tom left us, as he planned to continue along to Copenhagen. Unfortunately for us the wind
was going in a bad direction to make the crossing so we had to stay another day. But fortunately for us
Janne came and brought us breakfast, and then offered to take us to her house for the day. This gave us a
chance to use her laptop to update our blog and plan our trip.
We had been worried about the amount of time we had left and the distance we needed to cover for a while
now. So I did a plan for the rest of the trip to figure out how much we needed to paddle per day. I worked
out ideally we needed to paddle 30 miles a day, which would give us leeway of 5 days for things to go wrong.
It was going to be tight, but we thought we could make it still! She also offered us beds for the night, and
said she‟d happily drive us early in the morning to the kayaks.

A very foggy crossing to Sweden (29th August)
After a comfortable night‟s sleep in Janne‟s house we woke up at 5am. Janne kindly made us breakfast again
and drove us over to our kayaks. It was a very foggy morning, but as the sun was only just rising we hoped
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it would burn off. Our kayaks were all packed and ready so all we had to do was carry them out and say our
farewells to Janne.
It was still very foggy, but we set off hoping it would get better. After we had paddled for about an hour, it
was still very foggy and I was worried we might approach the shipping lane soon. The shipping lane went
into Copenhagen, so it was safe to assume it may be very busy. Alice had a look on her GPS and struggled
to find it. We decided it‟d probably be about half way across, and we weren‟t near the middle yet so we
could continue a bit further.
After about another hour we stopped again, the fog still hadn‟t lifted and there was a good possibility the
shipping lane was nearby. Alice took a bit longer examining her GPS and found we had already crossed a
shipping lane behind us! We thought this to be some other smaller shipping lane and there was still another
one to come, so she kept looking on her GPS. Strangely we couldn‟t find it, so we decided to wait it out a
while to see if the fog lifted. Our visibility was only about 10m so we really didn‟t want to accidently cross
the shipping lane.
We waited about an hour, and as the fog still hadn‟t lifted we had another look at the GPS. I suggested
Alice looked at Copenhagen and traced the shipping lane over to where we were. Finally we found it, and
realised we had in fact already crossed it. It was probably not the safest way to cross a shipping lane, but
since it was done there was no reason to hang around.
We continued the crossing, but we were both feeling a little sea sick – probably due to the low visibility. We
didn‟t see Sweden till we were about 20 metres away from it.
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SWEDEN
The start of Sweden (29th – 31st August)

Finally we landed in Sweden after a very long
day in the fog. We hoped the fog would lift the
next day, so we could actually see what Sweden
looked like! It‟s not as fun kayaking when you
can‟t see anything. Unfortunately the next day
it was still very foggy.
That morning, I was having a particularly bad
day. I‟d pulled a muscle in my back at some
point, and was struggling to keep up with
Alice‟s pace. We stopped somewhere to pick
up supplies hoping to find some Trangia fuel.
We managed to find a huge supermarket, which
had everything you could possibly ever want –
except Trangia fuel. Still we managed to stock
up on supplies and buy some lunch.
Alice offered to swap kayaks with me since I
Figure 17: Sweden (29th August – 20th September)

was having a hard time.

Her kayak was a

smaller model than mine, meaning it was a bit
faster. This helped even out the pace somewhat, and we kept this arrangement for most of the rest of the
trip.
We continued our search for Trangia fuel the next couple of days, walking round a town centre, in camping
shops and even in a shop that actually sold Trangias – but unfortunately no Trangia fuel. We thought
Sweden would be an easy place to find fuel, considering the Trangia is made in Sweden.
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Continuing up the coast (1st & 2nd September)
One morning we were packing up our kayaks getting ready to set off for the day, and a man with his dog
came to chat to us. This happens fairly often on our trip as people are curious. He saw we were English and
joked “So have you paddled here from Scotland?” I told him we had paddled here from England, and as
with many people he didn‟t believe us at first.
After chatting for a while, he told us he lived about 10 miles up the coast, and if we liked we could stop
there and he‟d take us out for lunch. We‟d learnt on this trip to accept all help when given, so we said we‟d
see him later. It really helped with our motivation that morning, and when we met him he took us out to a
very nice lunch buffet. Having eaten well, we had a good afternoons paddle too.
The next day, we had lots of short crossings; I had planned it this way to cut off as much distance as
possible. At the start of our last crossing the waves were a bit bigger, but nothing to worry about. I joked
with Alice “How big do you think the waves would have to get before we actually got worried?” Of course,
not long after saying that, they started to get a bit bigger. At first it just made the kayaking a bit more
interesting, but at some point they got to a size both me and Alice were worried. They were big enough that
I could only see Alice half the time, as she disappeared behind each wave that went between us. We decided
we should land as soon as we could, which was ok as we were nearing the end of the crossing.
Unfortunately everywhere looked very rocky, but we went further in looking for somewhere to land. We
then saw a gap in the rocks, leading towards someone‟s small jetty. It was clearly private property, but we
didn‟t have a lot of choice so we decided to land there. It was by a group of holiday houses, we tried
knocking but no one was in. We decided to camp just outside of their gates so as not to be on their
property.
The Swedish Archipelago (3rd-5th September)
We had started to see some islands in Sweden, and we stopped off on our first one for lunch, and later
found one to camp on.
The next day had been carefully planned; there were lots of islands to go through and a couple of bridges to
go under. I had recorded specific locations into the GPS to follow, as if we took a wrong turning and
missed a bridge we‟d have to double back on ourselves. We stopped in a beautiful town called Karlskrona,
which had a harbour that went right into the centre. It was the biggest town we‟d been to for a while.
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I had also planned a campsite for that evening which we were very thankful for. We hadn‟t stayed in a
campsite for the whole of Sweden so far and we were missing having access to a shower! We also met some
funny German guys and had a couple of drinks with them in the evening.
The next day was our 8th day in a row kayaking, and we were getting pretty exhausted. It was a windy day,
but we were expecting worse wind soon, so wanted to paddle while we still could. We had to go right round
the outside of some islands, and really had to fight to wind to get back towards the coast. We decided to
land as to continue we‟d have to go around another island which was too difficult in such high winds.
This is when we met Magnus, who seemed like a nice but eccentric man. He invited us for coffee, and then
offered us his spare room on his yacht for us to sleep. This sounded great, as it meant we could leave our
kayaks completely packed and have an early start the next day.
A Horrendous Yacht Ride (6th September)
We were woken up at 3:30am the next morning by Magnus. Half asleep still, we listened to him explain that
the winds were too high and we couldn‟t kayak today. He wanted to tow our kayaks along the coast a bit to
a more sheltered area. Initially I said no, and tried to explain we needed to complete the trip ourselves
without help. However he said it would only be 5km along the coast, and it would mean we could then
continue for the rest of the day. Alice and I agreed that this would be ok, as we didn‟t want to completely
write another day off.
We had to go out in the dark and get into our paddling gear. It was cold and we felt exhausted, we paddled
out kayaks round to the yacht ready to attach them. Once that was all sorted we got into the yacht and
Magnus set off. We were tired but we felt it would be for the best progress wise, the early start would surely
mean we made very good progress once we got into our kayaks after a short ride in the yacht.
However at some point Magnus then decided the weather was too bad for us to kayak. He told us he would
take us further. I tried to ask him exactly what the forecast was so we could judge for ourselves. He used
units I didn‟t understand for wind, and then just kept repeating the weather would get worse and worse and
that there would be 2 metres of swell. Taking him at his word, we knew 2 metres was too much for us. He
said he‟d just take us a couple of hours further up the coast.
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A bit later I looked back and noticed Alice‟s kayak was no longer attached. Alice was feeling very stressed,
but we went back to look for it straight away. Luckily I must have spotted it gone quick as it didn‟t take us
long to find it. Alice had to climb down the back of the yacht to reattach her boat. We were both
exhausted and feeling stressed about the whole situation. Magnus told us to go to sleep for a while, so we
did. When we woke up Magnus said our boats where now “submarines”. The kayaks were full of water,
they‟re not meant to be towed so far as such a speed. Then Alice‟s kayak‟s decklines gave way, and her boat
disappeared into the distance again.
Alice tried to tell Magnus we needed to get back into our kayaks and paddle, as it was causing too much
damage towing them. Magnus wouldn‟t have it; he thought it wasn‟t safe as the weather was too bad.
However looking out to sea it really didn‟t look that bad to us. Alice had to reattach her boat again, which
was much more difficult now it was half submerged and full of water. She wanted to jump into the sea to
empty out the boat properly, but Magnus wouldn‟t allow that either. At around this point Alice noticed
Magnus drinking a bottle of rum, and it became apparent that we was clearly very drunk and had been the
same time. He had been eccentric repetitive the whole time, but we had thought it was just due to his bad
English. Magnus had also let us drive the yacht for extended periods of time, at one point taking a nap
leaving Alice driving the yacht when a container ship was nearby.
We both felt fairly helpless, and so we just tried to convince Magnus to drive the yacht more slowly. We
both raised our voices at him several times. However he kept speeding back up, he clearly didn‟t care about
the damage and just kept saying he‟d pay for it. Alice‟s kayak disappeared 2 more times before Magnus
decided to call out for help. A big boat from Kalmar‟s marina came and picked both our kayaks up out the
water. Alice and I were very relieved; it had been a horrible stressful day.
When we got to Kalmar the man from the boat Friedrich took us round to the marina to see our kayaks.
There was some damage on Alice‟s kayak, but thankfully nothing that would stop us paddling. A lot of her
stuff was very wet, and Friedrich kindly let us hang up any of our wet stuff out in the marina. Alice‟s laptop
was completely soaked through and there was no chance that would be working again.
We were just happy for the day to be over though. Unfortunately it was late and we didn‟t really have time
to find anywhere else to stay, so we slept in Magnus‟ yacht again. The electricity was out, so there was no
heating and it was freezing. I don‟t think either of us really got any sleep that night.
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Kalmar and meeting Steen (7th – 9th September)
After such an awful day, and a very cold sleepless night we were really not feeling our best. Magnus still
seemed happy enough, and took us to breakfast. A couple of people came over to us and asked us how we
were after our “accident”. It turned out Magnus had been telling everyone he had found us swimming just
outside of Kalmar and he had “rescued” us.
We went back to the kayaks to figure out what to do next. A lot of Alice‟s stuff was ruined. I took apart
her laptop in the hopes of saving her hard drive so we could at least recover some photos when we got back
(which thankfully in the end worked). Alice‟s sleeping bag and roll mat were pretty much ruined, as well as
some of our food supplies.
At least we were in a very good place to have a disaster, the people at the marina were amazing and Kalmar
was a fairly big town. We managed to replace everything we needed, and the people at the marina repaired
the deck lines and grab handles on Alice‟s kayak. Magnus paid for the damage, and we then left him and his
yacht to find a hostel for the night.
A guy at the marina Lars offered to drive us to the hostel, and offered us dinner with his family. We were
exhausted so it was really nice to not have to worry about anything. When we got to the hostel later we
bumped back into Elvis, who we had met earlier. He was a Zimbabwean kayaker from Norway. He invited
us out for a drink. We were absolutely exhausted, and barely had enough energy to communicate, but we
accepted. It was nice to meet some nice people after such an awful day, and luckily he was very talkative
while we just sat in a daze. We just stayed for one drink before heading back, but at least we had some
better memories of Kalmar now.
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Figure 18: Clockwise from top left: Erin at dusk, Erin next to the kayaks on a deserted beach in the morning, Erin and Steen when
he came to meet us in Sweden

The next day we set off early, hoping to leave Kalmar far behind. We had planned to meet Steen at the end
of the day, as he had been in Sweden paddling with his club. We went through a very narrow channel and
under a small bridge, to cut through a bit of land that sticks out a long way. It took us quite a while to find,
at one point we thought we were going to have to go all the way around. We made really good progress,
and made it to meet Steen an hour before we expected. He was easy to find as he waited for us on the
island jumping up and down with a square of paper for us to see.
He brought us food from his kayak club - they had left us all their leftover food from their trip which was a
really kind thought. He also gave us an army blanket, which we were really thankful for, it was big enough
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to put over the both of us, and compact enough to put in the kayak. It had been getting really cold at night,
and our summer sleeping bags weren‟t really up for the job.
The next day was a very cold morning, one of the coldest on the trip so far. It turned out to be a beautifully
sunny day though, and the water was very smooth. Steen just planned to paddle with us for an hour or two,
and turn back. He ended up coming with us for 3 hours before turning back, and we enjoyed having some
company.

The Great Indoors (9th – 11th September)
After Steen left us, we continued towards a town called Oskarshamn, hoping to restock on our supplies. It
took us a bit longer than expected, and not long after leaving the town it was already starting to get dark.
We were struggling finding somewhere to land and camp that wasn‟t near houses. In the end we decided to
stop by one and just ask them if it was ok to camp there. The man who answered the door said that was
fine, so we went to start sorting out our kayaks. It was pretty cold by then, it was very dark and we were still
in our wet things.
This is when another man approached us and asked us where we planned on staying. We told him we had
asked permission, worried he planned on moving us on. But actually he was offering us a place to stay at his
house. We exchanged a look, a bit worried at first but then he said to follow him so he could ask his wife.
We followed him and he explained he had 2 daughters about our age who were currently at university so
they had the space.
The last few nights camping had been very cold so we were very happy to be inside. They also offered to
wash all our clothes, and made us soup to eat. It also meant we could keep our kayaks completely packed,
which can take over an hour to sort out in the morning.
They made us breakfast the next day, and we got off to a really good start in the morning. It really helps
when we have time to eat well in the morning, and it was nice not to have to put on cold wet clothes when
it‟s already cold outside.
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We realised after this there were probably a lot of people willing to help us that were just unaware of us. It
really helped our progress having a good night‟s sleep, and getting on the water quicker in the morning. So
we decided we‟d knock on someone‟s door that night and ask if they had anywhere for us to stay. We
decided that the worst that could happen would be for them to turn us away, so it was worth a try.
So we landed by a few houses that evening and knocked on a door. It felt very awkward asking for help,
and we felt bad as it looked like they were having dinner. However they were incredibly friendly, and told
us to go get our things and come back. They gave us leftovers from dinner, made us tea and gave us beds –
even though we had just asked for floor space. They also made us breakfast the next day, gave us a
thermos, some cakes and tea bags. We were really amazed at their generosity.
The next day we managed to cover a really good distance too. The islands in Sweden are beautiful to paddle
around; it is definitely a very scenic place to paddle. I was feeling a bit ill in the morning, probably just due
to dehydration. I drank a lot at lunch time, and felt a bit better afterwards. In the evening we stayed with a
woman called Ulla, who was lovely. She let us use her kitchen, and gave us breakfast in the morning.

The rather cold and “not-so-great” outdoors (12th – 14th September)
Unfortunately we weren‟t so lucky with people the next day. By the time we landed it was very dark, and
very cold. We had been looking for lights of a house for a while and hadn‟t seen any, so we‟d paddled till it
got darker.

Once we landed however we could see a house in the distance so we walked over.

Unfortunately they already had guests, they said there was a hostel nearby, but it was a bit too far for us to
walk.
So after 3 days inside in the warmth, it was time to get back in the tent. We got the Trangia going for some
hot water and had some soup, and used Steen‟s blanket. It was still very cold, but it made it more bearable.
However, the cold still impacted on our sleep; with us finding that we kept waking up shivering during the
night. Moreover, we got a weather report saying that there was bad weather on the horizon so we decided
we‟d stop in a nearby town the next day. Which at least meant we didn‟t have to get up quite as early, so the
air had a bit of time to warm up before we had to leave the tent.
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It didn‟t take us too long to get to Oxelosund, and we decided we‟d stay in a hostel there. We stayed in a
dormitory as it was cheapest, and ended up having a room for about 14 people all to ourselves. The people
there were also very nice, and posted up about us on their website. Since the next day was very windy we
took a rest day in the town. This gave us an opportunity to stock up on supplies, and buy some more warm
clothing. We hadn‟t really been prepared for how cold it was going to be after leaving in July.
Our last few days (15th – 19th September)
We left Oxelosund with our kayaks very full of supplies. We had really got set into a pattern with our
paddling at this point, easily paddling about 30 miles each day. Considering we‟d been doing about 20-25
miles at the start of the trip this was pretty good. We camped again for the next couple of nights, but our
warmer clothes really helped. We also had a bit of bad wind one day, so we had a nap while it blew over
and continued in the late afternoon. We then camped by a harbour which meant we could use their showers
and their kitchen.
We just had one short distance left to do before our crossing to the Aland Islands. We did a fairly big
crossing and the waves started getting very big towards the end of the day. We tried to find a sheltered
place to pull in and camp.

The Lighthouse Island (20th September)
Since it was too windy to make the crossing to the Aland Islands, Alice had a walk around the island we
were camped on. She could see another island in the distance had a lighthouse on it, and possible some
other buildings. A yachtsman we had recently met had mentioned an island with a lighthouse on it might
have somewhere we can stay. We figured it would be more interesting to go there for the day and nicer if
we had somewhere to stay so we paddled over.
As we got closer we could see there were several small buildings, many of which had lights on – which was a
promising sign. It was strangely quiet and we couldn‟t see any movement, but we landed and got out of our
kayaks. We walked around the island and all of the buildings seemed to have lights on in the windows, but
we still didn‟t see or hear anyone. We figured we‟d see if there was anyone around so tried knocking on
some doors. We knocked on every door on the island and there was no answer. There was also a strange
army bunker, on one side of the island. It felt very strange. One of the doors had a sign on the door saying
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Valkommen (welcome), so we tried the door. It was unlocked, and a blast of hot air came out. This seemed
even more strange, all the lights where on and the heating was on but no people? We then tried knocking
on the other door of the house; it appeared there was a private side to the house, and a guest side of the
house. The guest side was the unlocked bit, so we thought maybe there‟d be people in the private side.
No one answered, but we heard yowling inside. I straight away thought it was a cat, but Alice was
concerned as she thought it sounded like a baby. We were then worried that maybe there was someone on
in the house who was in some kind of trouble. So we went back to the other door that opened, and tried
shouting hello in side. There was no answer, and we noticed there was a door on the side that may lead into
the main part of the house. We opened it and shouted hello inside and a cat appeared. We were relieved it
was just a cat, but still had a quick check to make sure there was no one there, as it still felt strange that
heating and lights were on. There was definitely no one there, so we left.
The side of the house that was open was however clearly a guesthouse. We both felt conflicted on whether
it was ok for us to stay there or not. The yachtsman had said there would be somewhere to stay, and it was
clearly a guesthouse. We thought maybe the heating and lights were left on incase people arrived on the
island when the owners weren‟t there. With this we decided we‟d stay, and leave them money and our
contact details. We left them a note in case they arrived back over night explaining we were there. We left
them all our leftover kronor, and an email address.
There was still no sign of anyone in the morning, so we made an early start ready for our crossing to the
Aland Islands.
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FINLAND
The Aland Islands (21st – 28th August)

Figure 19: Aland Islands (21st – 25th August)

We made good time crossing to the first Aland Island, with no problems. We finally reached Finland on the
21st September, confirmed on my phone by a text from o2 saying “Welcome to Finland”. Whatever
happened from this point we could at least say we had kayaked from England to Finland. We had lunch on
the island, and then continued on to a second island we had planned to camp on. This was our first night
camping on a rock, which was rather cold and uncomfortable.
The wind was quite strong the next day, so we changed our plan of a more direct route, to a more sheltered
route. We didn‟t get off the water at all, only having a 5-10 minute break once an hour staying on the water.
Progress was slow, as we had limited shelter and the wind was either across or against us. We tried to find a
populated island, but they were all completely isolated, so in the end we just landed. Again there was no
where ideal to camp so we looked for a flat-ish rock. The best spot we could find had a big pool of water in
it, so using a sponge from my kayak I sponged the water out.
It was a horrible cold night, and there was a lot of rain. The dip in the rock that had been filled with water,
refilled so there was a pool of water next to Alice when she woke up. The winds were very strong again the
next morning, and only meant to get stronger. When we took our tent down one of the poles snapped from
the force of the wind. We hoped it would be fixable with something to support it and some duct tape, but
we weren‟t optimistic about it chances in wind again. We decided to paddle to a large island fairly nearby
that looked like it should be populated.
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These were some of the strongest winds we had paddled in, and in continuous rain it was a horrible
morning. We did eventually get to the island but it was very hard work. We then walked miles, all of our
clothes where wet, and we didn‟t want to change until we‟d found somewhere to stay, as we didn‟t want
more of our stuff to get wet. After a lot of walking we did eventually find somewhere to stay. It was a guest
house owned by a man named Gunnar, and it had a sauna that could be used free of charge. After a shower
and a sauna we felt much better.
We‟d only carried our important things and a change of clothes when finding the place though, and we were
both starving. There was no shop or anywhere to eat nearby; it was a very lowly populated island. This
meant we had to venture back into the rain and take the long walk back to the kayaks.
The next day was too windy to paddle, so we used the day to get some more supplies. We had to hire bikes
to cycle to the nearest shop. Gunnar, the man who owned the guesthouse also let us use his computer so
we could do a bit more planning and update our blog. We changed our original plan to take a more
sheltered route. The wind didn‟t look like it was going to get much better, and we didn‟t want to get
stranded on an unpopulated island somewhere.
We were getting very short on time by this point, but we were still determined to make it on time. We had a
very hard day ahead of us, we wanted to go about 30 miles with the wind against us most the day. We got
up early, leaving the guesthouse in the dark and walked to our kayaks. By the time we got on it was just
getting light. We spent the day in the rain and paddling against the wind continuously. It was a very hard
day.
By the time we started looking for somewhere to land it was getting dark again. We were hoping to find
somewhere to stay with our tent in its current condition. We saw a light, so we headed towards that.
Luckily we found a small lodge cabin with lights on, with a very nice man called Karls. He had a second
small lodge cabin there with a bed in he let us stay in. He also fed us that evening and again in the morning.
He was the only person to live there for miles as the other nearby houses where holiday homes.
The next day was also horrible wet and windy. The wind was still coming from the north and was bitterly
cold. Alice‟s wrist started hurting again early on in the day. The previous day had been very hard work. We
decided to swap kayaks again in the hopes that would take a bit of strain back off Alice‟s wrist. It seemed to
help a bit, and with careful technique she was able to continue. We tried to stick to channels in the hope of
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shelter, but the wind just came straight down the channels against us. We also went the wrong way for a
while at one point, which set us back half an hour or so. Looking at Alice‟s GPS we thought we found a
nice sheltered shortcut. It was a shortcut – but unfortunately Alice‟s GPS didn‟t show the reeds it was filled
with. We decided to keep going, thinking we could just cut through the reeds.

They just kept getting

thicker and thicker, but we got to a point where we couldn‟t really go back. After a lot of effort of pulling
ourselves through, and getting out and dragging the kayaks at parts we got through.
It was a very frustrating day as we paddled for about 11 hours, yet made minimal progress only covering
about 24km (we normally cover double that in about 8 hours). We didn‟t take any breaks off the water, and
were exhausted and cold at the end. We started searching for lights again in the hopes of somewhere to
stay. Again we were lucky to find a house, a young couple called Sara and Einau let us stay. It was pitch
black by the time we knocked on their door and still pouring with rain.
We had to leave a bit later the next day, as there were high winds in the morning. However the wind was
starting to change direction, which meant it would be going with us again soon. After several days of a
horrible cold wind from the North this was exciting news. When we eventually could leave, we managed to
do quite a long day, much longer than the day before. Again we managed to find a house when it was
getting dark by looking out for a light.
The time the couple Jerry & Tula we stayed with had only just moved into their holiday home that evening
for the weekend! We were very lucky to find anyone again.
The wind had now changed direction to actually be with us, and so we tried to get in a very long day. We
managed to do about 40 miles in the end, which was our longest day of the trip. We were exhausted by the
end, but it was good to be making progress again. We managed to find a house again and stayed with a man
called Pertii and his wife.
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Figure 20: Clockwise from left: Timo Mononen our Finnish contact who arranged our arrival into Helsinki, Erin kayaking past a
rocky island, Erin on a clear morning in Finland.
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Mainland Finland (29th - 30th September)

Figure 21: Finland (25th September – 1st October)

We had considered trying to do a second very long day, and trying to reach Skorva which is where we
planned to meet Timo. His club was having a party on the island that evening, but we‟d have probably been
too exhausted to partake even if we did make it! Timo had things organised for us to arrive in Helsinki on
Monday, so that took the pressure off a bit. So we decided to paddle at a relaxed pace for the day. The
weather was a bit better, and the paddling was more enjoyable with the pressure off.
This was the first night we stayed on mainland Finland! We stayed with the Lindholm family, in their sauna
house – which was basically like a second home.
This meant the next day we only had a short paddle to meet Timo on Skorva. It was raining in the morning,
so we decided to leave a bit later and again had a more relaxing paddle over to Timo. We hadn‟t met Timo
before, he was a friend of our coach Rogers, and so we were excited to finally meet him. He had brought us
food and warmed up the sauna for us. He also made us have the sauna the traditional Finnish way, which
involved cold dips in the sea.
Arriving in Helsinki (1st October)
I was meant to be back at university, but instead Alice and I were setting out to our final destination,
Helsinki! I had a sore throat, Alice had salt sores, and we both felt generally exhausted – but Timo was
surprised at how healthy we were. We set off from Skorvo and paddled to Saariston Kauppa where we met
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Jussi from Timo‟s club and members of the local kayak club. It was all a little overwhelming as Alice and I
had been alone together for such a long time, spending evenings with a couple of people who had our
company pretty much thrust upon them unexpectedly. Now we were suddenly being greeted by lots of
people who were very enthused about our trip and had actually been expecting us.
After a quick stop for some food, we had to quickly get back on the water. Despite Timo‟s initial promise
of a relaxed paddle, we were now running late and we really had to put some effort in. We had enough time
just before the end to have a quick chocolate bar break. Then we rounded a corner and we were met by
some reporters and Matthew Lodge (the British Ambassador in Finland). They were waving at us from a
bridge, and Matthew Lodge had a Union Jack umbrella! We then continued under the bridge, to see
kayakers on the horizon coming out to meet us. We had actually arrived a bit early, and more kayakers kept
appearing. It was amazing to see so many people come to meet us. We followed the large group of
paddlers into our final destination, going through two lines of them at the end. Waiting to greet us were
reporters, our relatives, the chairman of expedition kayaking, the British Ambassador and many kayakers.
Alice and I were immediately interview by reporters before we‟d even managed to get out of our kayaks.
They were very friendly, and eventually let us get out to greet our mums, and Alice‟s aunt. It was the first
time we‟d seen them in 3 months. We were then invited into a hall where Matthew Lodge and Johan
Holmberg (the chairman of expedition kayaking) gave speeches, and poured champagne.
It was all very surreal, and there were lots of paddlers around who had come to meet us, but we were both
still in shock at how many people had turned out to greet us. It was an amazing end to our trip; we were so
pleased that so many people had gone to the effort to turn up. Finland was a good decision for a final
decision as the Finnish are amazing people! It was amazing to have such a great end to an incredibly
challenging trip.
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Figure 22: Clockwise from top left: Alice and Erin having made it to Helsinki, Erin and Alice with the chairman of expedition
kayaking, Johan Holberg, and the British Ambassador, Matthew Lodge, Erin and Alice being interviewed for Finnish news
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ANALYSIS

Personal development
Through the planning, training and actual expedition itself I learnt a lot. In third term when this trip was
drawing closer it was very hard juggling the intense planning and training for the expedition with
preparation for my final year exams; and I definitely learnt a lot about time management and prioritizing
workloads! I also learnt a whole range of skills that I had never needed before in the preparation; such as
writing sponsorship proposals and negotiating with companies who did offer us sponsorship. Moreover, we
all acquired a wide range of sea kayaking skills before and during the trip; from edging a sea kayak, to tidal
charts and map reading, to becoming qualified to use a VHF radio, to being able to deal with crossing busy
ports in the North Sea.
- Alice
As well as the time management, negotiation and sea kayaking skills Alice mentioned above, I think team
skills development was a very large part of this trip. At the start of the trip there were a lot of issues with
the team, but even with the arguments we had to move past them and keep going. On the second half of
the trip Alice and I worked very well together as a team, and we worked hard to do so. This trip was also
very challenging, and we saw it through to the end. The trip put me in uncomfortable situations, before the
trip I would never knock on a stranger‟s door to ask for help. It built my confidence in dealing with all sorts
of different people.

Personal reflections
The trip was an amazing experience. One of the best things about the trip was the amazing places and
sights we came across. I will never forget the massive container ships in the North Sea, walking along the
huge sandbanks of the Frisian Islands, wading along mudflats in the German Waddenzee, and the beauty of
kayaking through the Swedish and Finnish Archipelagos. Another great thing about the trip was the people
we met; our fantastic coach Roger Chandler, Phil and Dietke our friends on Norderney, Martin Vogt a
yachtsman in Germany, Janne and Steen the sea kayakers from Denmark and Goran and Agneta who took
us into their home in Sweden, and many, many more.
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Of course there were problems we encountered too, and I‟m sure I will also never forget the pain of my
backrest rubbing and blisters on my hands (I have the scars to remind me!), the blazing rows we had as a
group during the first half of the trip, the extreme cold we faced through Sweden and Finland and the
exhaustion after paddling over 30 mile days.
- Alice
It was a very challenging trip and an incredible experience; it‟s not something I‟m ever going to forget in my
lifetime. I feel the trip can be split into two definite sections – the start of the trip when there were 3 of us
in the North Sea, and then the second half with just Alice and me in the Baltic. They both had very
different challenges. The first half was difficult, as my body was still adjusting to the kayaking and a lot of
my time my shoulders where in constant pain. Continuing to keep up with the group pace when you‟re in a
fair amount of pain is difficult, and really pushed me to my limits. The planning side of the first half of the
trip was also difficult, we had to think carefully about tides and there was a lot of shipping traffic we had to
consider. However the hardest part of the trip was that the team didn‟t really get on a lot of the time.
Minor decisions became arguments, putting us all at unease with each other.
However we were only doing 6 hour days at the start of the trip as that‟s how long the tides went with us.
We also had a lot of time to rest at the start as there was a lot of bad wind. This did give us a bit more
opportunity to see certain places as we went past. The Waddenzee, although tidally difficult was also very
interesting, I don‟t think any of us will forget getting stranded so many times on mudflats in the middle of
the sea.
The second half of the trip was very different. I felt Sweden was a much more scenic place to sea kayak.
Before arriving in Sweden a lot of the scenery had been very repetitive and a bit boring really. Sweden was
really a beautiful place to kayak. We also worked very well as a team with just the two of us, the arguments
stopped and everything went a lot more smoothly. Towards the end of the trip this was really vital, as things
got really hard and I‟m not sure either of us could have coped if there had been arguments after very
challenging days.
We did a lot of very long days in the second half of the trip, so even though I was fitter by then it became
even more exhausting. Towards the end of Sweden the nights started getting very cold, and with our
summer camping gear it made sleeping difficult. By the end of the trip we were both in fairly constant
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discomfort/pain. It was hard just to get up every morning when it was dark, and start kayaking again when
everything ached, our feet hurt and all my fingers started getting very stiff. If it hadn‟t been for all the kind
people we met who let us stay in their houses I‟m not sure we would have made it. Sleeping inside, and
being warm in dry for a while really helped. I think we both found the kindness of people truly amazing,
the number of people that let us into their houses and fed us was remarkable.

Wider impact
The wider impact we hope our trip has had is to inspire others to go on similar ventures; we were relatively
inexperienced as sea kayakers when we set out on this venture, and the message we would like to send to
others is that there are adventures out there for everyone. Secondly, we have raised money for our chosen
charities so that should help to have a positive impact for the people helped by those charities.

CONCLUSION
Through this trip the team have undergone personal through experiencing a large range of people, places
and cultures. Moreover, they have developed new skills in kayaking and other areas.
The team has also raised money for charity, totaling at £4,545 so far.
Moreover, they are currently busy fulfilling there commitments to sponsors, promoting them on the trip
website, on the trip gear and in upcoming presentations and interviews about the expedition.
Ultimately Erin and Alice achieved the trip goal and are most likely the first people to have ever kayaked
from England to Finland.
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ACCOUNTING STATEMENT
Even with the Lord Rootes Memorial fund, and the various other sponsorship we received, we ended up
putting a lot of our own personal money into this trip.
Below is a table of the group spending for the training of the trip, the safety boat, insurance and flights
home. There is then an example of one team members personal spending on equipment, and personal
spending during the trip.

Date
27-Feb-12
27-Feb-12
5-Mar-12
5-Mar-12
12-Mar-12
12-Mar-12
17-Mar-12
31-May-12
11-Jun-12
11-Jun-12
14-Jun-12
14-Jun-12
18-Jun-12
19-Jun-12
19-Jun-12
07-Jun-12
01-Jul-12
17-Aug-12
03-Oct-12

Item
Coaching with Roger
Petrol
Coaching with Roger
Petrol
Coaching with Roger
Petrol
Petrol for training in
Angelsey
Petrol for training in
Angelsey
Coaching with Roger
Petrol
VHF radio course
VHF license
Coaching with Roger
Coaching with Roger
Petrol
Safety boat for
channel crossing
Insurance
Mark’s Flight
Flights from Helsinki
Total

Expenditure
£90
£55
£90
£55
£90
£55
£55
£55
£90
£55
£195
£90
£90
£90
£70
£1,000
£200
£200
£650
£3,130

Table 1: Group spending
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Item
Touring Cag
PFD
Tour Deck
Kayak pump
Sling
Pogies
Tow line
Dry Trousers
Total

Expenditure
£140
£108
£52.47
£15.37
£9
£15
£30
£70
£440

Table 2: Personal equipment costs

Date
01-Jul-12
16-Jul-12
19-Jul-12
31-Jul-12
3-Aug-12
6-Aug-12
9-Aug-12
20-Aug-12
23-Aug-12
28-Aug-12
28-Aug-12
28-Aug-12
4-Sep-12
6-Sep-12
10-Sep-12
11-Sep-12
11-Sep-12
17-Sep-12
17-Sep-12
17-Sep-12
20-Sep-12
26-Sep-12

Item
Currency exchange
Cash for food and camping in Nieuwpoort, Belgium
Cash for food and camping in Blankenberge, Belgium
Cash for food and camping in Vlieland, NL
O2 pay as you go
Orange phone bill
Cash for food and camping in Norderney, Germany
Cash for food and camping in Kiel, Germany
Cash for food and camping in Fehman, Germany
Campsite in Denmark
Food in Denmark
Drinks in Denmark
Orange phone bill
Wireless internet in Sweden
Food shop in Netto, Oskarshamn, Sweden
Cash for food and camping in Kalmar, Sweden
Cash for food and camping in Kalmar, Sweden
Personal food shop in Oxelosund, Sweden
Group food shop in Oxelosund, Sweden
Warm clothes & Jet boil
O2 pay as you go
Cash for food and camping in the Aland islands

Expenditure
£300
91.36
66.57
164.04
20
21.32
83.25
50.56
66.98
20.46
22.32
4.2
17.04
4.14
15.87
50.48
40.78
31.35
29
200
10
124.09
£1,433.81

Table 3: Personal trip expenditure
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